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COVID-19
(Coronavirus)
Impact Update

IBISWorld's analysts constantly monitor the industry impacts of current events in real-time – here is an update of
how this industry is likely to be impacted as a result of the global COVID-19 pandemic:

· Revenue is expected to grow for the Canadian Beer, Wine and Spirits Wholesaling industry, despite the COVID-19
(coronavirus) pandemic, since more people have wanted to purchase products wholesaled by the industry at home.
For more detail, please see the Current Performance chapter.

· The industry's profit margin is still expected to improve slightly despite the coronavirus pandemic. For more detail,
please see the Cost Structure Benchmarks chapter.

· Demand from the industry's major markets is expected to fluctuate due to the coronavirus pandemic. For more
detail, please see the Major Markets chapter.

Note: The content in this report is currently being updated to reflect the trends outlined above.
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About IBISWorld
IBISWorld specializes in industry research with coverage on thousands of global industries. Our comprehensive data and in-depth analysis help
businesses of all types gain quick and actionable insights on industries around the world. Busy professionals can spend less time researching
and preparing for meetings, and more time focused on making strategic business decisions that benefit you, your company and your clients. We
offer research on industries in the US, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Germany, the UK, Ireland, China and Mexico, as well as industries that
are truly global in nature.
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About This Industry
Industry Definition The Beer, Wine and Spirits Wholesaling industry in Canada primarily purchases, stores and transports alcoholic

beverages, including beer, wine, distilled spirits, cider, ready-to-drink alcoholic beverages, coolers, ethyl alcohol and
other alcoholic beverages. This industry does not include revenue generated from the wholesale of nonalcoholic
beverages.

Major Players Liquor Control Board of Ontario

BC Liquor Distribution Branch

SAQ

The Beer Store

Main Activities The primary activities of this industry are:

Wholesale purchase of beer, wine and spirits

Transportation of beer, wine and spirits from alcohol production facilities

Storage and refrigeration of beer, wine and spirits

Sales and distribution of beer, wine and spirits to retailers

Stocking beer, wine and spirits at retail locations

The major products and services in this industry are:

Beer

Wine

Spirits

Other products
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Supply Chain

SIMILAR INDUSTRIES

Breweries in Canada Distilleries in Canada Grocery Wholesaling in Canada Long-Distance Freight Trucking in
Canada

       

       

RELATED INTERNATIONAL INDUSTRIES

Beer Wholesaling in the US Wine & Spirits Wholesaling in the
US

Liquor Wholesaling in Australia Beverage and Tea Wholesalers in
China

Alcoholic Beverage Wholesaling
in the UK

Liquor and Tobacco Product
Wholesaling in New Zealand

Food, Beverage & Tobacco
Wholesaling in Ireland
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Industry at a Glance
Key Statistics

$6.1bn
Revenue

Annual Growth

2016–2021

4.0%

Annual Growth

2021–2026

0.1%

Annual Growth

2016–2026

 

$759.4m
Profit

Annual Growth

2016–2021

5.0%

  Annual Growth

2016–2021

 

12.4%
Profit Margin

Annual Growth

2016–2021

0.6pp

  Annual Growth

2016–2021

 

717
Businesses

Annual Growth

2016–2021

2.3%

Annual Growth

2021–2026

1.2%

Annual Growth

2016–2026

 

4,007
Employment

Annual Growth

2016–2021

-3.0%

Annual Growth

2021–2026

-0.2%

Annual Growth

2016–2026

 

$246.4m
Wages

Annual Growth

2016–2021

-1.5%

Annual Growth

2021–2026

-0.2%

Annual Growth

2016–2026

Key External Drivers % = 2016–21 Annual Growth

2.9%
World price of crude oil

1.1%
Per capita disposable income

-0.4%
Per capita alcohol consumption

0.6%
Number of adults aged 20 to 64

 
Industry Structure

POSITIVE IMPACT

  Industry Assistance
High / Steady   Barriers to Entry

High / Steady

  Industry Globalization
Low / Steady   Competition

Low / Steady

MIXED IMPACT

  Life Cycle
Mature   Capital Intensity

Medium

  Technology Change
Medium

NEGATIVE IMPACT

  Revenue Volatility
High   Concentration

High

  Regulation & Policy
Heavy / Steady

 

Key Trends

 Disposable income has increased, shifting consumer
preferences toward more expensive products

 The alcoholic beverage distribution industry that currently
exists is stringently monitored

 Provincial governments have come to depend on taxes,
licensing fees and alcohol retail sales to fund public projects

 Craft brewers and wineries that choose to ship their own
products may pose a potential threat

 Regulations limiting interprovincial beer trade have loosened
in recent years

 Strict regulation at the provincial level will likely preserve the
industry's overall fragmentation

 Distributors have taken greater advantage of a variety of
efficiency-maximizing technologies
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Products & Services Segmentation

 
Major Players SWOT

STRENGTHS

  High & Steady Barriers to Entry

  High & Steady Level of Assistance

  Low Competition

  Low Volatility

  Low Imports

  High Profit vs. Sector Average

  Low Customer Class Concentration

  Low Product/Service Concentration

  High Revenue per Employee

   

WEAKNESSES

  High Capital Requirements

   

OPPORTUNITIES

  High Revenue Growth (2016-2021)

  World price of crude oil

   

THREATS

  Low Revenue Growth (2005-2021)

  Low Outlier Growth

  Low Revenue Growth (2021-2026)

  Low Performance Drivers

  Per capita alcohol consumption
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Executive Summary Another round: Minor reductions in wholesaling regulation may greatly
benefit small-scale businesses

The Beer, Wine and Spirits Wholesaling industry in Canada has grown over the five years to 2021 in line with
increasing disposable income and renewed demand for a variety of alcoholic beverages. The industry is beholden to
provincial and territorial alcohol regulations, which include 13 different major liquor control agencies in charge of
enforcing the wholesale of alcohol. This system has also become a key source of tax revenue for provincial
governments. Nearly all provinces and territories have come to depend on the licence fees and tax revenue
generated from the system to fund major public projects. Therefore, provincial liquor control boards have historically
provided both stability for licensed distributors and a controlled environment to provide the public with alcoholic
beverages. With this strong support, industry revenue is projected to increase, growing an annualized 4.0% to $6.1
billion over the five years to 2021, including a decrease of 1.1% in 2021 alone. The decline in 2021 can be mainly
attributed to the industry returning back to its original demand levels after enduring a large spike in demand caused
by the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic

With increased consumer spending, consumers have turned to premium products, which offer a higher profit margin,
benefiting industry revenue streams. Industry profit, measured as earnings before interest and taxes, is estimated to
account for 12.4% of revenue in 2021. Additionally, distributors in the industry have taken greater advantage of a
variety of efficiency-maximizing technologies over the past five years to increase the speed of alcohol procurement,
shipping and stocking. Specialized trucks help control freight temperature, while real-time inventory management
systems reduce product shrink and improve the percentage of orders that are successfully fulfilled. Major liquor
distributors are incorporating these technologies in new, larger distribution facilities.

Over the five years to 2026, provincial governments are expected to continue generating significant tax revenue
through distributor licensing and liquor retailing. Minor reductions in wholesaling regulation may also greatly benefit
small-scale wineries and breweries, both of which have experienced tremendous growth in recent years. However,
deregulation will likely cause stronger competition for current industry operators, increasing price competition.
Industry revenue is subsequently expected to increase an annualized 0.1% to $6.1 billion over the five years to
2026.
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Industry Performance

Key External
Drivers

Per capita disposable income

When consumers have higher disposable income, demand for alcohol ultimately increases. Higher retail sales will
likely lead to additional shipments of alcohol from wholesalers, so rising per capita disposable income often leads to
industry demand growth. Per capita disposable income is expected to decrease in 2021.

 

Per capita alcohol consumption

Per capita alcohol consumption is a key indicator of industry performance; for example, as more alcohol is
consumed, more downstream retailers will demand industry services. Nonetheless, increased alcohol sales does not
necessarily guarantee higher industry revenue, especially if consumer preferences shift toward low-margin brands.
Per capita alcohol consumption is expected to increase in 2021, representing a potential opportunity for the industry.

 

Number of adults aged 20 to 64

Adults aged 20 years and older may legally drink alcohol in Canada, and a growing number of Canadian citizens of
legal drinking age will likely increase the potential pool of customers for industry operators. The number of adults
aged 20 to 64 is projected to increase in 2021.

 

World price of crude oil

Wholesalers use trucks to distribute products, and transportation costs are a major concern for industry companies.
Gasoline is a significant expense, since alcohol is heavy and requires large quantities of fuel to transport. Although
distributors can usually pass along rising fuel costs to downstream retailers and customers, many industry contracts
are locked in to limit fuel price volatility. The world price of crude oil is expected to increase in 2021, posing a
potential threat to the industry.
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Current
Performance

The Beer, Wine and Spirits Wholesaling industry in Canada has expanded
over the five years to 2021 due to favourable downstream demand
conditions.

Moreover, the industry has not experienced substantial structural changes over the past five years, largely due to
historically strict government control of the alcohol supply chain. The Constitution of Canada grants all 13 provinces
and territories the right to govern the distribution and retail sale of alcoholic beverages as they choose, and the
resulting legislation has generally created an environment in which the distribution of most forms of alcohol is
performed by provincial agencies. As a result, the industry is composed of many small, private beer distributors and
is dominated by the 13 unique boards, councils and Crown corporations in charge of distributing distilled spirits and
some wines. In 2021, the average industry profit margin, measured as earnings before interest and taxes, is
estimated to account for 12.4% of revenue, although the industry's largest Crown corporations generate far higher
profit than smaller licensed distributors.

This system has created an environment for wholesalers and retailers of alcohol that is controlled by provincial
oversight, with retail sales of alcohol closely tied to financing specific provincial initiatives, such as the highway
system, education and medical care. Additionally, per capita disposable income has increased at an annualized rate
of 1.6% over the five years to 2021, shifting consumer preferences toward more expensive premium and craft
alcoholic products. The industry is therefore stable and supported, and its total downstream revenue is carefully
monitored by provincial liquor boards. IBISWorld expects industry revenue to increase at an annualized rate of 4.0%
to $6.1 billion over the five years to 2021, including a decline of 1.1% in 2021 alone. The decrease in 2021 can be
mainly attributed to the industry returning back to normal demand levels, after experiencing increased demand due
to the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic. The pandemic has caused people to spend more time at home, attributing
to increased alcohol consumption due to a lack of a regular schedule, boredom and stress, according to a 2020
survey by the Canadian Centre on Substance Use and Addiction.

CANADIAN ALCOHOL POLICY

Canada's stringent oversight of alcohol distribution and retail is the result
of tumultuous alcohol reforms that occurred more than a century ago.

The efforts of many grassroots-based temperance groups quickly spread across 19th century North America, and
eventually culminated in the early 20th century through widespread bans on the manufacture, distribution and sale
of alcohol. Similar to the prohibition movement in the United States, temperance reform in Canada was aggressively
campaigned through disparate religious groups, women's rights organizations and many Progressive Era political
organizations. Although the Government of Canada did not impose a total ban on alcohol production and sale in the
same way the 18th Amendment of the US Constitution did in 1919, Canadian provinces almost uniformly imposed
similar bans by way of local and provincial special referendums.
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Ultimately, popular support for prohibition faded by the 1920s and the federal governments of both Canada and the
United States permitted their respective provinces and states to establish alcohol laws that could be specifically
tailored to the preferences of the voting public. While nearly every US state permits at least some moderate
privatization across the three tiers of alcohol provision, including production, distribution and retail sale, Canadian
provinces almost uniformly required that the distribution and sale of distilled spirits be managed solely by newly
formed provincial alcoholic beverage authorities. As a result, the alcoholic beverage distribution industry that
currently exists in Canada is stringently monitored along all levels of the supply chain.

INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL POLICY

Each of Canada's provinces and territories has a liquor board or
commission that monitors the distribution and sale of alcoholic
beverages.

Their methods for monitoring alcohol vary. For example, Alberta is the only province that permits an open market of
licensed private retailers to sell distilled spirits. Each province requires that distilled spirits be distributed through a
single entity, whether that is a state-operated distributor or a federally appointed Crown corporation. As a result, the
industry's liquor distribution is dominated by Crown corporations that wholesale distilled spirits. However, while still
heavily regulated and closely monitored by each province, beer and wine wholesalers have been given an
increasing amount of leeway in recent years. Although most microbreweries and wineries are not permitted to self-
distribute their products outside of their respective provinces, many can distribute their own products and even sell
directly to licensed bars and restaurants. Therefore, the number of industry enterprises is expected to grow at an
annualized rate of 2.3% to 717 operators over the five years to 2021. However, industry employment is expected to
decrease, falling at an annualized rate of 3.0% to 4,007 workers during the same period.

Provincial governments have come to depend on taxes, licensing fees and alcohol retail sales to fund public
projects. The Liquor Control Board of Ontario, the largest purchaser and retailer of alcoholic beverages in Canada,
estimated in its most recent annual report that it generated $6.8 billion in alcohol retail sales in fiscal 2020 (year-end
March). This translated into a total dividend transfer of $2.4 billion to fund Ontario government projects. Many
provinces have become accustomed to the steady revenue streams that are generated through controlling alcohol
distribution and retail sale. Therefore, provincial governments intentionally plan out distribution strategies each year
to ensure a consistent influx of revenue through distribution and retail channels.

Historical Performance Data

Year
Revenue

($m)
IVA

($m)
Establishments

(Units)
Enterprises

(Units)
Employment

(Units)
Exports

($m)
Imports

($m)
Wages

($m)

Domestic
Demand

($m)

Per capita
alcohol

consumption
(Liters)

2012 4,909 1,137 605 552 6,319 N/A N/A 332 N/A 103
2013 4,754 909 639 583 5,729 N/A N/A 315 N/A 101
2014 4,694 917 679 621 5,306 N/A N/A 296 N/A 101
2015 4,837 919 714 653 5,947 N/A N/A 297 N/A 102
2016 5,041 886 700 640 4,659 N/A N/A 266 N/A 102
2017 5,004 859 710 646 4,854 N/A N/A 262 N/A 101
2018 5,196 876 759 689 4,362 N/A N/A 267 N/A 99.5
2019 5,204 889 740 672 5,008 N/A N/A 261 N/A 99.3
2020 6,195 1,297 779 707 4,055 N/A N/A 249 N/A 99.3
2021 6,124 1,042 789 717 4,007 N/A N/A 246 N/A 99.4
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Industry Outlook
Outlook The Beer, Wine and Spirits Wholesaling industry in Canada is heavily

controlled by government regulation and maintains a solid customer
base.

As a result, the industry is expected to experience a low to moderate level of volatility and revenue is likely to
marginally increase over the five years to 2026. While provincial taxes, licensing and regulation vary across each
region, there has been a growing trend among small-scale wineries and microbreweries to push provincial
governments into making their wholesaling regulations less stringent. Since many local wineries and breweries have
sought to distribute their products using their own distribution methods, having to pay government agencies'
licensing fees to distribute products for them has been a tremendous barrier. Several governments have eased
these stringent requirements over the five years to 2021, and the growing popularity of small-scale craft breweries
and wineries will likely contribute to an even greater loosening of distribution regulations over the next five years.

Although provincial governments will likely continue to collect revenue by taxing and licensing these new self-
distributors, those craft brewers and wineries that choose to ship their own products may pose a potential threat to
the industry. Meanwhile, as per capita disposable income is expected to rise at an annualized rate of 0.6% over the
five years to 2026, the industry will likely continue to benefit from the movement of higher-margin goods. Therefore,
IBISWorld projects industry revenue to increase at an annualized rate of 0.1% to $6.1 billion over the five years to
2026.

REGULATIONS AND TRENDS

Over the next five years, the supply chain for distilled spirits and other
alcohols is unlikely to change, even though small-scale vintners and
brewers may be relieved that some provinces are loosening their laws
against self-distribution.

In fact, the industry's largest distributors consist entirely of Crown corporations, joint ventures and public-private
partnerships that operate the entirety of spirits and beer sales within their provinces.

Regulations regarding the shipment of beer and wine between provinces have traditionally been very difficult, and in
some cases, impossible for the average distributor. Historically, provinces have banned interprovincial self-
distribution of beer unless the brewer had at least one brewing facility located within their province. The purpose of
these laws has been to give brewers an incentive to relocate plants or establish new plants within their borders,
thereby boosting both the province's total employment and tax revenue collected through licensing, distribution and
retail sales. Regulations limiting interprovincial beer trade have loosened in recent years, and many provinces have
negotiated distribution reciprocity agreements that enable the free movement of small-scale brewers across
province borders in exchange for tax revenue sharing.

Current provincial laws and regulations have also inadvertently contributed to part of the craft beer industry's growth
over the past decade. For example, out-of-province microbreweries that are seeking to distribute beer in Ontario
must pay fees per package, meet provincial packaging fees and minimum pricing criteria and then have either the
Liquor Control Board of Ontario or Brewers Retail Inc. ship their products for them. This generally encourages one
brewery to simply increase the number of brewing locations across Ontario and attach legal storefronts to them to
facilitate direct sales across the province. Small brewers have undertaken this method to bypass the distribution
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level entirely, although the recent explosion in craft beer's popularity should ensure continued revenue growth for
industry distributors over the next five years.

INDUSTRY LANDSCAPE

Strict regulation at the provincial level will likely preserve the industry's
overall fragmentation, with many regional wholesalers serving the needs
of local cities and communities.

However, the loosening of regulations is expected to open opportunities for new industry entrants. Thus, the number
of industry enterprises is expected to increase at an annualized rate of 1.2% to 762 operators over the five years to
2026. However, industry employment is projected to decrease, falling at an annualized rate of 0.2% to 3,958
workers during the same period.

Nevertheless, heightened competition will likely continue to strain industry profit. Purchase costs, particularly fuel
costs, are anticipated to be less volatile than during the current period, but the industry's primary method of growing
its profit will likely be to prioritize increasing sales of high-margin goods over cost reduction. Therefore, industry
profit, measured as earnings before interest and taxes, is expected to marginally rise, accounting for 12.6% of
revenue in 2026.

Performance Outlook Data

Year
Revenue

($m)
IVA

($m)
Establishments

(Units)
Enterprises

(Units)
Employment

(Units)
Exports

($m)
Imports

($m)
Wages

($m)

Domestic
Demand

($m)

Per capita
alcohol

consumption
 (Liters)

2021 6,124 1,042 789 717 4,007 N/A N/A 246 N/A 99.4
2022 6,135 1,045 800 728 3,998 N/A N/A 246 N/A 99.5
2023 6,140 1,049 809 736 3,971 N/A N/A 245 N/A 99.6
2024 6,143 1,051 819 746 3,968 N/A N/A 245 N/A 99.7
2025 6,144 1,052 830 756 3,960 N/A N/A 244 N/A 99.8
2026 6,143 1,052 836 762 3,958 N/A N/A 244 N/A 99.9
2027 6,147 1,054 845 771 3,944 N/A N/A 244 N/A 100.0
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Industry Life Cycle The life cycle stage of this industry is    Mature

LIFE CYCLE REASONS

IVA is expected to grow at a slower rate than the overall economy

Industry products are well-established

The industry experiences generally stable levels of demand among consumers

The Beer, Wine and Spirits Wholesaling industry in Canada is in the mature phase of its life cycle, which is
characterized by growth that is similar to or below that of the overall economy and generally stable levels of demand
among consumers. Industry value added (IVA), which measures an industry's contribution to the overall economy, is
forecast to grow at an annualized rate of 1.7% over the 10 years to 2026. Comparatively, Canadian GDP is forecast
to grow an annualized 2.0% during the same period. Products distributed by the industry are well-established, and
due to its heavy regulations, the industry is not expected to experience substantial revenue gains over the five years
to 2026. Improvements that come by way of technology are therefore only directed at optimizing efficiency and
cutting costs.

Wholesaling revenue is historically very stable due to the intense provincial oversight and control of most alcohol
distribution. Additionally, consumer expenditure on alcohol may decline somewhat over the next five years in
response to increased health consciousness. Nevertheless, opportunities derived from craft spirits and
microbreweries have led the number of industry operators to rise over the 10 years to 2026.
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Products & Markets
Supply Chain Key Buying Industries

1st Tier

Supermarkets & Grocery Stores in Canada

Convenience Stores in Canada

Beer, Wine & Liquor Stores in Canada

Spectator Sports in Canada

2nd Tier

Single Location Full-Service Restaurants in Canada

Bars & Nightclubs in Canada

Concert & Event Promotion in Canada

Hotels & Motels in Canada

Consumers in Canada

Key Selling Industries
1st Tier

Breweries in Canada

Distilleries in Canada

2nd Tier

Industrial Machinery & Equipment Wholesaling in
Canada

Products & Services

  The Beer, Wine and Spirits Wholesaling industry in Canada oversees the
distribution of all forms of alcoholic beverages to the retail market.

As a result, the product segmentation of wholesalers tends to closely follow beverage purchase and consumption
patterns of the Canadian population. Purchases of alcohol are artificially restrained, however, by provincial taxes
and minimum pricing policies. The consumption of wine and liquor has slowly increased in popularity over the five
years to 2021, and on-premise consumption at bars and restaurants will likely increase moving forward as
consumers' discretionary incomes increase.

In addition, due to the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic, demand for the industry's products is expected to
increase as many consumers have purchased more alcohol as they spend more time at home. Many people
attribute their increased consumption to a lack of a regular schedule, boredom and stress, according to a 2020
survey by the Canadian Centre on Substance Use and Addiction.

BEER

Beer is expected to represent the largest share of industry revenue,
accounting for 37.0% in 2021.

Wholesale distribution of beer has fallen as a share of industry revenue over the past five years due to the growing
popularity of wine and liquor products. Various craft beers and low-calorie varieties, however, have grown in stature
when compared with other competing beer styles, and industry retailers have increasingly requested wholesale
shipments of these alternative products to help stimulate sluggish sales of traditional premium and light beer
products.
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WINE

Wine is estimated to generate 32.4% of industry revenue in 2021.

Wine has steadily grown as a share of industry revenue over the past five years, largely due to the increasing
popularity of wine tastings, organic wines and hobbyist clubs. Gradually shifting alcoholic beverage distribution and
retail laws that have helped boost wine's popularity.

SPIRITS

In 2021, spirits are expected to account for 24.8% of industry revenue.

This segment includes clear spirits such as vodka and gin, as well as other distilled products such as rum, scotch,
cognac and other liquors. Over the past five years, revenue generated from spirits sales has been constant.
Canadians mostly prefer whisky, particularly the industry's budget-friendly brands such as Canadian Club. Canadian
whisky has achieved its own distinct international profile. Known for its blend of grains and high emphasis on corn,
Canadian whiskies are typically milder than US and aged Scotch whisky styles.

OTHER PRODUCTS

Other products, such as ready-to-drink mixes and flavours that are often
used to make cocktails and mixed drinks such as margaritas and sangria,
are expected to account for 5.8% of industry revenue in 2021.

Over the five years to 2026, this product segment is expected to grow as a share of revenue, as rising discretionary
spending enables more consumers to spend on impulse purchases.

Demand
Determinants

Demand for services provided by the Canadian Beer, Wine and Spirits
Wholesaling industry is entirely dependent on aggregate downstream
consumption of alcoholic beverages.

Therefore, the wholesale of beer, wine and spirits is highly linked to societal preferences toward drinking alcohol,
which can fluctuate over time and often varies between provinces. Historically, health concerns associated with
drinking alcohol have not substantially limited overall sales. Public awareness of the adverse health effects
associated with drinking has become more widespread and is engrained in adolescent grade school curriculums, but
these advocacy efforts have not caused any substantial reductions in the overall propensity among adults to
consume alcohol. The percentage of adults that chose to take up smoking first began to drop in the late 1970s in
response to federal and provincial antismoking efforts. While similar antidrinking public service announcements have
coexisted alongside these antismoking advertisements, neither the scope nor the efficacy of these programs have
been as significant as antismoking ads.

With public preferences for alcohol remaining largely unchanged in recent years, federal and provincial governments
often propose alternative methods to limit consumption such as implementing new taxes, restricting sale hours and
preventing private establishments from selling specific types of alcohol. These laws vary by province. For example,
Alberta, Manitoba and Quebec define 18 years as the provincial drinking age, while all other provinces and
territories declare 19 years as the provincial minimum drinking age. Furthermore, Ontario-based retailers may only
sell beer for off-site consumption from the privately owned chain of Liquor Control Board of Ontario-authorized
locations doing business as The Beer Store. These laws vary drastically by province, but the laws all help provincial
governments tax and control the market for alcohol. Increasing regulation and taxation serves to limit overall
consumer demand for alcohol by either increasing the customer's retail price or by limiting the product's availability.
Additional regulation may ultimately reduce consumer demand for alcohol, thereby limiting the retail sector's demand
for alcohol wholesalers.

The introduction of many small-scale craft breweries has led to additional lobbying in Canada, particularly in areas
such as Ontario, where The Beer Store dominates all provincial beer sales. The growing popularity of local beer,
wine and spirits producers could encourage provinces to sign new legislation that would lessen the regulatory
blockades that make it highly difficult for small-scale producers to distribute and sell their products to a wide base of
customers. Enabling these smaller producers to negotiate distribution contracts and have their brands stocked at
retail locations across Canada, which may help further spread these alternative drinks and even increase total
demand for alcohol.

In addition, due to the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic, demand for industry products has increased among
downstream buyers. Many Canadian consumers have increased their alcohol consumption during the pandemic
since they have spent considerably more time at home. According to a 2020 survey taken by the Canadian Centre
on Substance Use and Addiction, people that are consuming more alcohol at home are doing so mainly due to a
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lack of a regular schedule, boredom and increased stress levels. As a result, the adverse mental health effects of
the coronavirus pandemic have caused many Canadians to increase their alcohol consumption.

Major Markets

  Due to the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic, demand from the Canadian
Beer, Wine and Spirits Wholesaling industry's major markets is expected
to fluctuate.

  Although demand for industry products is likely to increase, certain downstream markets are still expected to endure
decreased demand. The largest market affected by the coronavirus pandemic is food service establishments.

RETAILERS

Licensed alcohol retailers represent the largest downstream market for
the industry, accounting for 43.2% of revenue in 2021.

This segment is almost entirely composed of provincially operated alcohol outlets, since many liquor boards require
that all forms of alcoholic beverages be distributed to and sold exclusively from government liquor stores. In some
cases, microbreweries and small wineries may be permitted to distribute and sell their products independently,
although this often requires extensive licensing and careful cooperation with their respective liquor control boards.
Independent breweries have increasingly vocalized support for the independent distribution and sale of their
products. This has led to some modest changes in interprovincial distribution, but these changes are not expected to
significantly affect provincial distribution laws concerning wine and spirits. Retailers' share of revenue has increased
over the five years to 2021, as more people have been consuming alcohol at home during the coronavirus
pandemic.

WHOLESALERS

Close communication with other wholesalers is often necessary to
transport alcohol between provinces.

Since distribution laws vary drastically across Canada, wholesalers may need to resell certain alcoholic beverages
to other out-of-province wholesalers to make regional products more accessible to consumers. In some cases, liquor
control boards do not permit any out-of-province shipments of distilled spirits, which has made sales to other
wholesalers impossible in many cases. Craft wine and spirits wholesalers have objected to these laws and new
legislation has continued to pile up in an attempt to modify the industry's current restrictions. Resale to other
wholesalers represents 27.9% of industry revenue in 2021, remaining steady as a share of revenue over the past
five years.

RESTAURANTS, HOTELS AND FOOD SERVICE

Licensed restaurants, hotels and food service companies can purchase
bulk orders of alcohol directly from wholesalers for delivery to the
premises.

Also included in this category are catering companies and contract feeding services such as schools, churches,
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senior citizen facilities, group homes and military facilities. Sales to food service companies typically improves during
periods of increased per capita disposable income. Despite the increase in per capita disposable income, this
segment's share of revenue has decreased over the five years to 2021, accounting for 25.2% of industry revenue in
2021. This segment's declining share of revenue can be mainly attributed to the coronavirus pandemic, which has
caused many restaurants, hotels and food service establishments to close down during the peak of the pandemic to
mitigate the spread of the virus.

OTHER

Other miscellaneous wholesale customers comprise 3.7% of revenue in
2021.

This segment's share of revenue is dedicated to the slim percentage of customers that are licensed to receive
alcohol shipments directly. This includes individual consumers, government agencies and businesses for end use in
their own operations or corporate events and farmers that use alcohol for use in farm production.

Exports in this industry are    Low and Steady

Imports in this industry are    Low and Steady

International trade is not recorded for the Beer, Wine and Spirits Wholesaling industry in Canada. The import and
export of these products is recorded at the manufacturing level, and therefore, are not counted toward this industry's
international trade activity. For more information, refer to IBISWorld reports 31212CA and 31214CA.

Wholesalers serve the domestic market and many regional wholesalers distribute only to specific provinces and
regions of Canada. However, industry wholesalers often receive large shipments of imported alcoholic beverage
brands from major beverage producers abroad. Larger Canadian wholesalers are often quick to negotiate
distribution agreements with foreign alcoholic beverage producers, since major wholesalers are more likely to
possess the distribution means necessary for major foreign producers to sell their products across Canada.

Business
Locations

  Establishments in the Canadian Beer, Wine and Spirits Wholesaling industry are most heavily concentrated in provinces that
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contain the largest populations. The top four provinces in terms of population, which include Ontario, Quebec, British Columbia
and Alberta, are also the top provinces in terms of industry establishments. Ontario accounts for 38.8% of the Canadian
population and leads the industry with 33.9% of establishments in 2021. Quebec is home to 22.5% of the population and 23.4% of
industry establishments in 2021. British Columbia and Alberta hold a respective 13.5% and 11.7% of the population and a
respective 20.3% and 15.9% of industry establishments in 2021. The remaining 6.5% of business locations are distributed mostly
in relation to each province's population.

Although alcohol wholesalers exist mostly in relation to total population, the level of control each province exerts over the
production, distribution and sale of alcohol varies drastically. Alberta, for example, is the only Canadian province that permits
completely privatized sales of alcohol, although the Alberta Gaming, Liquor and Cannabis Commission oversees all wholesaling
operations. Conversely, the distribution and sale of all alcoholic beverages in the Yukon Territory is operated solely by the Yukon
Liquor Corporation.
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Competitive Landscape
Market Share
Concentration

Concentration in this industry is    High

The Beer, Wine and Spirits Wholesaling industry in Canada exhibits a high level of market share concentration, with
the top four largest operators generating 71.1% of industry revenue in 2021. Much of this is the result of stringent
government regulation; nearly every province mandates that wholesale liquor distribution be centralized by the
respective liquor control boards of each province. In fact, the top three liquor boards themselves are expected to
generate 65.9% of revenue in 2021. Although each provinces' regulations and revenue collection practices vary
drastically, the market for alcohol wholesale is very closely regulated across Canada. Alberta, for example, is the
only province that permits private stores to retail distilled spirits. Due to these heavy regulations, major liquor boards
and Crown corporations that regulate some of the most heavily populated provinces can essentially dictate
wholesale and retail pricing due to the absence of any private sector competition. The industry's largest Crown
corporations, such as the Liquor Control Board of Ontario and the Societe des alcools du Quebec, have historically
achieved a tremendous profit that is largely inconsistent with the industry average, particularly among the many
small-scale private beer and wine wholesalers that exist across Canada. Despite high barriers to entry making it
difficult for aspiring operators to enter the industry and stimulate internal competition, the industry is highly
fragmented among small-scale operators, and thus, it is more difficult for companies to expand their market share by
achieving economies of scale or scope. In fact, most industry operators employ fewer than 50 workers, with 93.4%
of all enterprises employing 49 or fewer individuals in 2021 and 66.3% of all enterprises employing fewer than 10
workers.

Key Success
Factors

IBISWorld identifies 250 Key Success Factors for a business. The most important for this industry are:

Ability to control stock on hand:
Distributors typically hold large warehouses containing several months' worth of product inventory. Wholesalers
strive to keep inventory as low as possible to ensure product freshness and maintain an efficient and flowing
purchase schedule.

Must comply with government regulations:
All alcohol producers, distributors and retailers are closely regulated by provincial laws intended to control and tax
the sale of alcohol. Wholesalers must ensure compliance with these laws to avoid any unwanted fees or legal
challenges.

Ability to provide goods/services in diverse locations:
Successful wholesalers must efficiently deliver goods to retail locations in several provinces, while simultaneously
ensuring that all provincial laws and regulations are obeyed in the process.

Effective cost controls:
Wholesalers must continually monitor stock on hand, limit excessive purchases and closely manage shrink to make
distribution as seamless and cost effective as possible.

Ability to provide testing or thermometers for on-site employees:
The industry is labour intensive and keeping employees safe will likely enable operators to continue their operations.
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Cost Structure
Benchmarks

  Profit

Profit, measured as earnings before interest and taxes, is expected to
account for 12.4% of industry revenue in 2021. Smaller companies
typically have a lower profit margin, while larger operators generate
much higher profit due to their higher sales volumes, greater
purchasing power and wider range of product and service offerings. A
company's profit margin varies depending upon each provinces'
compliance regulations, excise taxes and freight rates. Excise taxes on
alcohol are typically charged at the production level, but are ultimately
passed along in the form of higher wholesale prices. Excise taxes
ultimately erode a company's profit, although excise taxes are similarly
passed along the supply chain in the form of higher retail prices. Also,
individual regions differ by consumer trends, demographics, and in
some cases, may also issue provincial mandates on the minimum legal
retail price of certain types of alcoholic beverages. Due to these
variables, the sale and distribution of distilled spirits is almost
exclusively operated by provincial governments.

Over the five years to 2021, industry profit has increased slightly from
11.8% of revenue in 2016. This increase can be partially attributed to
the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic. During the peak of the
pandemic, people were spending a lot more time at home due to stay-
at-home orders and the fact that all nonessential establishments were
forced to shut down. This caused many consumers to increase their
alcohol consumption at home, resulting in growing industry profit.
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  Wages

Wages are an important cost due to the labour-intensive nature of
buying, case picking and shipping wine and liquor. A high degree of
labour is necessary for buyers to communicate pallet orders with
retailers, and caseloads must be stacked and shipped safely from
wholesaling warehouses to retail destinations. Over the past five years,
wage costs have slightly decreased as a share of industry revenue,
falling from 5.3% in 2016 to 4.0% in 2021. This decrease has occurred
as the industry further invests in the implementation of sophisticated
tracking technology. Wage costs are expected to stabilize as a share of
revenue over the five years to 2026.

 

  Purchases

As is typical with wholesalers, purchases represent the most significant
expense for industry wholesalers. Purchase costs include the
wholesale cost of goods sold, transportation expenses, and capital and
trucking investments. Distributors must purchase sufficient quantities of
goods to supply to retail customers in a timely fashion, and these
purchases are largely dictated by the individual retail strategies of each
licensed retailer, bar, restaurant or, in the case of most distilled spirits,
the province's predetermined supply strategy to its outlet locations.
IBISWorld estimates that purchases account for 68.3% of industry
revenue in 2021, increasing over the past five years. Wholesalers have
mirrored consumer preferences and have increasingly focused on
purchasing and selling lower volumes of higher-priced, higher-quality
wines and spirits.

 

  Marketing

Marketing costs are expected to represent 4.1% of industry revenue in
2021. Although minimal as a share of revenue, advertising and
marketing costs can fluctuate. Marketing costs have increased as a
share of revenue over the past five years.

 

  Depreciation

Depreciation costs represent 0.6% of revenue in 2021 as the industry
continues to be dependent on technologies such as automatic tracking
and ordering systems. Depreciation has remained stable as a share of
revenue over the past five years.
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  Rent

Rent costs are expected to account for 1.5% of industry revenue in
2021, up from 1.3% in 2016.

 

  Utilities

Utilities are minor, but necessary expenses for wholesalers to maintain
climate-controlled warehouses, and are expected to account for 0.5%
of revenue in 2021. Utilities have remained stable as a share of
revenue over the past five years.

 

  Other Costs

Other costs include those associated with freight, fuel costs and
insurance on products during transit. Volatile oil prices over the five
years to 2021 have reduced transportation costs, although sudden
increases could shift this cost much higher over the five years to 2026.
In 2021, other costs are expected to account for 8.6% of industry
revenue.

 

Basis of
Competition

Competition in this industry is    Low and the trend is Steady

  Competition in the Canadian Beer, Wine and Spirits Wholesaling industry
is low due to heavy provincial oversight for the distribution of alcohol.

Wholesalers ship beer, wine and distilled spirits from domestic and foreign producers to retail locations, many of
which are government sanctioned outlet stores. Alcohol laws and regulations limit competition, although they vary
drastically across Canada. Some wholesalers specialize in distributing types of alcohol that may be heavily taxed
and regulated in some states, but are widely available for private sale in others. As a result, companies either cannot
distribute to certain provinces or have difficulty structuring simple distribution strategies that meet the individual
needs of each province. Competition still exists, however, between Crown corporations and select private alcohol
distributors.

INTERNAL COMPETITION
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The range of products held, stock availability, delivery service, terms of
payment and the product sales support services provided to retailers are
all factors on which beer distributors compete.

Excelling in these areas gives wholesalers a reputation that they can leverage more favourable contracts, such as
for a longer term or higher price than a competing distributor. Having several contracted outlets for the supply of
alcohol products is essential, as is having contracts to import alcoholic beverages.

EXTERNAL COMPETITION

External competition to this industry is derived from changes in alcoholic
beverage consumption away from beer, wine, spirits and similar ready-to-
drink products.

Shifts toward substitutes, such as nonalcoholic beverages and soft drinks, negatively affect demand for alcoholic
products distributed by industry operators. However, competition from other industries is limited because of
provincial regulations that mandate high governmental oversight of the distribution system.

Distributors are vulnerable to proposals to deregulate the alcohol distribution system. In 1993, Alberta became the
first province to replace its liquor control system with a highly regulated private distribution system. Canadian
policies toward the distribution and sale of alcohol are stringent with the introduction of bill 115, also known as the
Bringing Choice and Fairness to the People Act. This will likely terminate the 10-year agreement with Brewer's Retail
Inc., which was intended to control the number of stores that can sell alcohol. The new bill will likely permit more
grocery stores and corner stores to begin distributing alcohol, adding more competition to the oligopoly of alcohol
wholesalers within the industry. Although this bill will likely enable a wider range of stores to distribute alcohol, these
new locations will be called LCBO Convenience Outlets to demonstrate it is still regulated by Crown corporations.

Barriers to
Entry

Barriers to Entry in this industry are    High and the trend is Steady
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  Provincial laws and regulations concerning the distribution
and sale of alcohol make it extremely difficult, and in
some cases, impossible for any private alcohol wholesaler
to enter the Canadian Beer, Wine and Spirits Wholesaling
industry. Licensed Crown corporations and provincial
alcohol boards dominate the industry, with only Alberta
permitting for a fully privatized, albeit still highly regulated,
distribution system.

Licensing is the most significant barrier to entry. A variety
of provincial and federal industry regulations delay the
speed at which new distribution businesses can be
opened, and this further dampens prospective entrants'
ability to join the industry. The complex network of
regulations varies among provinces, but all serve to
provide an inherent market barrier that limits the total sale
of alcohol. The Constitution of Canada permits all
provinces and territories to establish autonomous
distribution laws, with each province operating various
agencies to regulate and tax alcoholic beverages.

Companies that comply with rigorous licensing
requirements still endure significant costs to distribute
alcohol. The purchase of delivery trucks, security and
database management systems, fuel and the human
capital required to successfully negotiate shipping
contracts from producer to retailer are all prohibitive to
new entrants. Exclusivity contracts and long-term
distribution agreements strengthen the foothold of these
more established operators. Various labelling and bottling
regulations and bans or limits on online sales also help
incumbent wholesalers with any potential competition. In
addition, high operating costs pose a significant barrier to
potential entrants. Wholesalers generally must reach
across several states to operate profitably, and therefore,
must invest substantially in warehouses, delivery logistics,
trucking fleets and labour.

Barriers to Entry Checklist

Competition Low  

Concentration High  

Life Cycle Stage Mature  

Technology Change Medium  

Regulation & Policy Heavy  

Industry Assistance High  

Industry
Globalization

Globalization in this industry is    Low and the trend is Steady

  The Beer, Wine and Spirits Wholesaling industry in Canada is not considered a globalized industry because
distributors only deliver products to retail locations and individuals within Canadian borders. However, industry
wholesalers are shipping an increasingly globalized range of alcoholic beverage brands. Distilled spirits, for
example, are often imported from Eastern European countries that specialize in the manufacture of vodkas,
brandies and aperitifs. Some international beverage producers even license their alcohol production, bottling and
labelling activities to global partners that operate in Canada, although this globalization does not directly affect the
activities of industry wholesalers. Since some provincial laws require that wholesalers only distribute alcohol within
provincial borders, the Canadian government has limited the industry's capacity to spread both nationally and
globally.
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Major Companies

Major Players Liquor Control Board of Ontario

Market Share: 36.6%

  The Liquor Control Board of Ontario (LCBO) was established in 1927 following the removal of the temperance
policies that had previously banned nearly all consumption of alcohol across Ontario since 1916. In the years since,
the LCBO has become Canada's largest purchaser and wholesaler of alcoholic beverages, and is one of the most
rigidly centralized alcohol distributors of its kind. As a Crown corporation, the LCBO has the power to issue licences,
collect fees and impose taxes on any downstream retailer wishing to sell alcohol. The LCBO also oversees all
transportation and delivery of distilled spirits, although select microbreweries may distribute its products to licensed
bars and restaurants, provided that its products meet the LCBO's regulations and fee requirements.

As the sole wholesale purchaser of hard alcohol in Ontario, the LCBO can effectively charge substantial markups on
its alcoholic beverage offerings. Although the LCBO is a major revenue collector for Ontario, several politicians over
the years have suggested that the province's liquor distribution be made more competitive by introducing privatized
wholesale and retail of alcohol in some capacity. Former Ontario Finance Minister Greg Sorbara ordered a full
review of the province's liquor distribution system during his tenure in office. Although the findings of his report
suggested that consumers, private businesses and even the provincial government could all potentially benefit from
some private distribution, competitive retail prices and alternative alcohol excise tax methods, the report was
eventually scrapped.

Financial performance

Ontario has come to depend upon the tax revenue generated through the LCBO's distribution and retail sales of
alcohol, which are funnelled toward medical care, education and public infrastructure initiatives. In fiscal 2020 (year-
end March) the LCBO estimates that it generated more than $2.4 billion in dividend transfers to the government
(latest data available). Therefore, the LCBO's industry-relevant revenue is expected to grow an annualized 4.7% to
$2.2 billion over the five years to fiscal 2022. Additionally, the LCBO's industry-relevant operating profit, measured
as earnings before interest and taxes, is expected to grow an annualized 5.0% to $804.5 million during the same
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period.

 
Liquor Control Board of Ontario (industry-relevant operations) - financial performance*

Year**
Revenue

($m)
Growth

(% change)
Operating Profit

($m)
Growth

(% change)
2016-17 1,783.0 N/C 630.5 N/C
2017-18 1,885.6 5.8 662.2 5.0
2018-19 1,969.6 4.5 704.0 6.3
2019-20 2,028.7 3.0 722.0 2.6
2020-21 2,144.0 5.7 805.9 11.6
2021-22 2,239.8 4.5 804.5 -0.2

Source: Annual Report and IBISWorld
Note: *Estimates; **Year-end March

BC Liquor Distribution Branch

Market Share: 23.6%

  The British Columbia Liquor Distribution Branch (BCLDB) is the governmental body that is responsible for
distributing alcoholic beverages across British Columbia. Alongside the Liquor Control and Licensing Branch of
British Columbia, which regulates the province's alcohol industry and issues licences to private retailers of alcohol,
the BCLDB is one of the world's largest distributors and retailers of wines, beers and spirits. All alcoholic beverages
are distributed through provincial distributors to either publicly operated BC Liquor Stores or licensed, privately
operated liquor stores.

Since the BCLDB controls British Columbia's shipments of alcoholic beverages, it is often regarded as one of the
more stringent distribution systems in Canada. In some cases, small breweries may self-distribute its products to the
retail level, provided operators pay the province various distribution fees and ensure that all revenue generated from
the distribution and sale of its products is first collected and reissued by the BCLDB. The BCLDB employs 4,800
individuals, operates two distribution centres in Delta and Kamloops, BC, operates 197 of its own liquor outlets
across the province and conducts its affairs in a manner similar to commercial Crown corporations. In 2019, the
company moved from its Vancouver distribution centre to a new one in Delta, BC. The main goal of this move was to
implement new warehouse management software to improve the wholesale customers' experience.

Financial performance

The BCLDB has achieved steady revenue growth, with industry-relevant revenue growing at an annualized rate of
3.0% to $1.4 billion over the five years to fiscal 2022 (year-end March). Following the reintroduction of British
Columbia's provincial sales tax and its goods and services tax in 2013, the BCLDB announced that it had sold $3.7
billion in retail sales of alcohol in fiscal 2020 (latest data available). This marked another year of growth for the
BCLDB, despite initial concern that the repeal of the harmonized sales tax and the theorized lull in consumer
spending might trigger a temporary contraction in alcohol sales. The BCLDB's industry-relevant operating profit,
measured as earnings before interest and taxes, is expected to rise an annualized 2.4% to $593.2 million over the
five years to fiscal 2022.
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BC Liquor Distribution Branch (industry-relevant operations) - financial performance*

Year**
Revenue

($m)
Growth

(% change)
Operating Profit

($m)
Growth

(% change)
2016-17 1,245.3 N/C 526.7 N/C
2017-18 1,297.8 4.2 543.8 3.2
2018-19 1,303.3 0.4 543.5 -0.1
2019-20 1,361.4 4.5 556.8 2.4
2020-21 1,393.3 2.3 576.2 3.5
2021-22 1,443.2 3.6 593.2 3.0

Source: Annual Report and IBISWorld
Note: *Estimates; **Year-end March

Societe des alcools du Quebec

Market Share: 5.7%

  The Societe des alcools du Quebec (SAQ) is the provincial Crown corporation that oversees the wholesale
purchase, distribution and retail of most alcoholic beverages in Quebec. Following the wave of prohibition that
spread across Canada in the early 20th century, the ban of all sales of alcohol in Quebec was introduced and
overturned through referendum vote in 1919. The SAQ was first established two years later and has since become
the sole Crown corporation of Quebec in charge of overseeing the province's wholesale distribution of beer, wine,
cider and spirits.

The SAQ holds a monopoly on all alcohol distribution in Quebec, although its operations are relatively lenient at the
retail level. The SAQ has loosened its licensing laws over the past several decades, enabling the sale of popular
beer and wine brands to be sold across supermarkets, grocery stores and depanneurs. Despite this, consumers still
overwhelmingly prefer to purchase their wine brands at their local SAQ. An estimated 76.9% of the company's fiscal
2020 (year-end March) litre sales came from sales of wine, with spirits trailing significantly at 15.6% (latest data
available).

Financial performance

The SAQ, despite operating within the second-largest province based on total population, lags in terms of revenue
when compared with other provincially operated bodies such as the LCBO and the BCLDB. Much of the reason for
this is the SAQ's willingness to offer private sector alternatives for retail sales of beer, wine and cider. This
contributes to lower markups charged to retail establishments that have sought to sell these types of alcohol, and as
a result, the SAQ generates the bulk of its wholesaling revenue through the high markups associated with the sales
of distilled spirits. Therefore, IBISWorld estimates that the SAQ's industry-relevant revenue will grow at an
annualized rate of 2.2% to $349.1 million over the five years to fiscal 2022. The SAQ's industry-relevant operating
profit, measured as earnings before interest and taxes, is also expected to increase, growing an annualized 0.8% to
$174.3 million during the same period.

 
Societe des alcools du Quebec (industry-relevant operations) - financial performance*

Year**
Revenue

($m)
Growth

(% change)
Operating Profit

($m)
Growth

(% change)
2016-17 313.6 N/C 167.2 N/C
2017-18 332.2 5.9 176.0 5.3
2018-19 327.3 -1.5 166.3 -5.5
2019-20 328.9 0.5 166.7 0.2
2020-21 330.8 0.6 167.0 0.2
2021-22 349.1 5.5 174.3 4.4

Source: Annual Report and IBISWorld
Note: *Estimates; **Year-end March
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Brewers Retail Inc.

Market Share: 5.2%

  Brewers Retail Inc., doing business as the Beer Store, is a joint venture consisting of Labatt Brewing Company
Limited, Molson Coors Beverage Company and Sleeman Breweries, created to distribute and sell beer and malt
beverages across Ontario. It is owned by 30 Ontario-based brewers and employs 7,000 part-time and full-time
workers. Under Ontario's Liquor Control Act, which regulates the distribution and sale of all alcoholic beverages in
the province, the LCBO is the only entity that may legally sell distilled spirits to the public. Although the LCBO does
sell beer and malt beverages across its own chain of retail outlets, the Liquor Control Act permits licensed
companies operating under the Brewers Retail Inc. venture to wholesale and retail beer.

Through the partnership's 440 retail locations, which operate under the name the Beer Store, this is the only private
channel through which the Alcohol and Gaming Commission of Ontario permits non-LCBO wholesaling to occur.
Brewers Retail distributes beer to both the Beer Store and LCBO outlets, as well as licensed bars and restaurants,
making it the largest private beer distributor in Canada.

Financial performance

IBISWorld projects the Beer Store's industry-relevant revenue to grow at an annualized rate of 0.7% $316.4 million
over the five years to 2021. The company's revenue growth may be attributed to the Ontario government's efforts to
bring beer sales to more stores across the province. With the introduction of the Ontario's Bringing Choice and
Fairness to the People Act (Bill 115), beer sales will likely expand to corner stores and other big-box retailers. With
the introduction of this bill on May 2019, this is expected to enable Brewers Retail to expand its wholesaling network
and supply more stores with beer. Although its industry-relevant operating profit, measured as earnings before
interest and taxes, is expected to decrease over the five years to 2021, operating at a loss of $14.6 million in 2021,
the Beer Store's profit is estimated to increase as Canada slowly recovers from the COVID-19 (coronavirus)
pandemic over the coming years.

 
Brewers Retail Inc. (industry-relevant operations) - financial performance*

Year
Revenue

($m)
Growth

(% change)
Operating Profit

($m)
Growth

(% change)
2016 304.8 N/C -5.5 N/C
2017 331.5 8.8 4.5 N/C
2018 321.2 -3.1 -7.6 N/C
2019 316.1 -1.6 -25.2 231.6
2020 319.0 0.9 -30.3 20.2
2021 316.4 -0.8 -14.6 -51.8

Source: Annual Report and IBISWorld
Note: *Estimates
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Operating Conditions

Capital
Intensity

The level of capital intensity is    Medium

  The Beer, Wine and Spirits Wholesaling industry in Canada
has a low to moderate level of capital intensity. For every
$1.00 spent on labour, an estimated $0.14 is spent on
capital investment. Wholesaling activities require
considerable investment in both human labour and capital.
A high level of manual labour is necessary to fulfill the
duties required to distribute alcohol to retailers, while major
investments in inventory management and logistics makes
brute force tasks far more efficient. Activities such as sales,
procurement, buying, case picking, shipping, logistics and
transportation require high levels of manual labour, and
they cannot be entirely substituted with investments in
capital.

Over the five years to 2021, capital investment has
increased. Subsequently, wages as a share of revenue
have decreased as some positions were eliminated with
technology innovations. Nevertheless, despite initial capital
investments in new technologies, such as handheld radio-
frequency identification (RFID) systems, investment into
the industry's product loading and delivery process has not
expanded much. Capital expenditure is expected to
stabilize over the five years to 2026 in response to an
expected slowdown in revenue growth.
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Technology &
Systems

Potential Disruptive Innovation: Factors Driving Threat of Change

Level Factor Disruptive
Effect

Description

Low Rate of
Innovation

Unlikely A ranked measure for the number of patents
assigned to an industry. A faster rate of new
patent additions to the industry increases the
likelihood of a disruptive innovation occurring.

High Innovation
Concentration

Likely A measure for the mix of patent classes
assigned to the industry. A greater
concentration of patents in one area increases
the likelihood of technological disruption of
incumbent operators.

Very Low Ease of Entry Very
Unlikely

A qualitative measure of barriers to entry. Fewer
barriers to entry increases the likelihood that
new entrants can disrupt incumbents by putting
new technologies to use.

High Rate of Entry Likely Annualized growth in the number of enterprises
in the industry, ranked against all other
industries. A greater intensity of companies
entering an industry increases the pool of
potential disruptors.

High Market
Concentration

Likely A ranked measure of the largest core market for
the industry. Concentrated core markets
present a low-end market or new market entry
point for disruptive technologies to capture
market share.

  The rate of new patent technologies entering the industry is low, which limits the potential for innovations. A low rate does
not mean that innovations cannot occur, just that the likelihood of some innovation materializing as a threat is lower.
However, the concentration of technologies is high in this industry. This suggests that industry operators have exposure to
potentially unforeseen areas of innovation.

Additionally, this industry's structure makes it difficult for new operators to enter and succeed. These barriers have the
potential to disincentivize potential disruptors. Despite these barriers, the industry is experiencing a rapid growth in the
number of companies. A difficult operating environment for new entrants combined with a large cohort of them may create a
situation where these companies may take on a disruptive trajectory in non-traditional markets.

The major markets for this industry are highly concentrated, which implies that the market has a focus on key customer
segments. This presents an opportunity for strategic entrance into lower-end markets or unserved markets for innovations
to take on a disruptive trajectory.

Technological disruption for the Canadian Beer, Wine and Spirits Wholesaling
industry has been minimal.

Overall, technology has been a positive force for the industry due to it increasing automation. The process of beer
wholesaling has remained largely unchanged in recent years. Although technology has advanced at a rapid rate, it has yet
to disrupt the industry directly.

The level of technology change is    Medium

  The Canadian Beer, Wine and Spirits Wholesaling industry's ordering and
delivery processes have experienced moderate technological change in recent
years.

Technological advances, which help locate trucks, control freight temperatures and manage inventory, are improving the
industry's efficiency. Real-time computerized inventory management systems use bar codes to physically track items,
thereby reducing product shrinkage and improving overall order fulfillment. For example, delivery metrics and logistics
systems can estimate total delivery times from the producer to the wholesaler and from the wholesaler to the retailer. Any
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deviance from these delivery schedules will notify retailers and wholesalers of impending delays, and these systems enable
retail locations to prepare its inventories accordingly. If a driver is running late, for example, the route time is recalculated
and customers have the option of being notified of potential changes to the estimated delivery window.

Other technological improvements include major transitioning from traditional Universal Product Code (UPC) inventory
scanning to radio-frequency identification (RFID) product tracking systems. The main benefit of RFID is that it enables dock
workers to record inventory through geolocation technology rather than having to individually tabulate inventory orders
through point and shoot scanning. The radio signals can track product deliveries and will ultimately reduce the amount of
labour required to scan each individual unit shipped. This increases shipping efficiency and reduces total shrink due to lost,
damaged or stolen items.

Pallet loading and case picking technology has become more capital-intensive over the five years to 2021 as well.
Substantial capital investments in automated storage and retrieval systems (ASRS), robotic systems that select, label and
safely load pallet orders on trucks based on worker commands, have increased the efficiency and capital intensity of
industry operations. While these machines greatly improve logistics and reduce costs throughout the storage and retrieval
processes of warehouses, fully automated systems are extraordinarily expensive investments for industry wholesalers.
However, for large operators, investing in state-of-the-art inventory management systems, which may handle linking
ordering, warehousing, delivery and payment activities, and internet-based solutions with suppliers and customers is vital to
be competitive.

Revenue
Volatility

The level of volatility is    High

  Over the five years to 2021, the Canadian Beer, Wine and Spirits Wholesaling
industry has experienced a moderate to high level of revenue volatility.

Industry revenue has increased as much as 19.0% in 2020 and has decreased as much as 1.1% in 2021. Within any given
year, wine and spirits sales are typically highest during the third and fourth quarters of the year, primarily due to seasonal
holiday purchases. Revenue has experienced high levels of growth in some years due to consumers' gradual taste
preferences away from low-cost premium beer toward wine, spirits and high-margin local beer styles. Overall, consumption
of wine has been stable during the period, and there has been marginal growth in spirits consumption.

Due to the wide price range of alcoholic beverages that this industry distributes, consumption does not significantly
decrease during economic downturns. Rather, demand often shifts from ultra-premium and luxury alcohol to lower-priced
products. Due to the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic and the resulting stay-at-home orders, many consumers have
increased their alcohol consumption at home due to boredom. The coronavirus pandemic was the primary reason for the
large increase in revenue in 2020. As people were working from home and all nonessential establishments were closed,
people began to spend more time drinking at home and purchasing industry products.

Regulation &
Policy

The level of regulation is    Heavy and the trend is Steady

In the Canadian Beer, Wine and Spirits Wholesaling industry, all stages of
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production, distribution, sale and consumption of alcoholic beverages are
heavily regulated and controlled by legislation specific to each province.

Canada has a long history of stringent alcohol controls, most notably culminating with the nationwide temperance
movement and its subsequent Canada Temperance Act in 1878, which enabled municipalities across Canada to hold
referendum votes on the prohibition of alcohol. Driven largely by the Woman's Christian Temperance Union of Canada, the
national campaign against alcohol was aggressively pursued as a method of eliminating societal ills thought to have been
caused by the consumption of alcohol such as poverty, disease, crime and domestic abuse. The temperance movement
achieved massive popularity throughout religious organizations and women's groups across North America, and in 1901,
Prince Edward Island became the first province to unilaterally introduce prohibition legislation following the introduction of
the Temperance Act. By 1921, all remaining provinces had followed suit. Quebec, however, unsuccessfully enacted
provincial prohibition legislation in 1919, but quickly repealed it following intense public pressure. During the 1920s, steady
streams of referendums were introduced at the municipal and provincial level. Ultimately, 10 provinces lifted their bans on
alcohol, and many of these reversals were introduced only a few years after the initial acts were implemented.

Despite the repeal of all provincial prohibition acts, many stringent safeguards have remained in place nearly a century
later. Advocates of temperance successfully convinced provincial governments to only lift prohibition laws on the condition
that the production, distribution and sale of alcoholic beverages be closely monitored and taxed by provincial liquor control
boards. It remains illegal to ship most forms of liquor across provincial borders, and the scope of industry wholesalers is
therefore limited as a result. In 2012, however, the interprovincial distribution of some forms of local and craft wine was
legalized. Several similar bills have been introduced at the provincial level to enable producers of wine and craft spirits to
ship products between provinces and internationally. In 2015, the federal government permitted consumers to buy a limited
amount of beer and spirits in provinces where they do not live and bring them to their homes for personal consumption.
This is expected to benefit independent breweries, wineries and distilleries, although the industry remains heavily controlled
by provincial law.

Industry
Assistance

The level of industry assistance is    High and the trend is Steady

The Beer, Wine and Spirits Wholesaling industry in Canada is heavily
supported by provincial government assistance.

Each of Canada's 13 provinces and territories operate their own liquor boards and commissions that monitor the
production, distribution and sale of alcoholic beverages within their respective provinces. Each body operates
autonomously, with varying degrees of assistance based on the preferences of each region. For example, the Liquor
Control Board of Ontario purchases all beer, wine and spirits for its Ontario consumers and licensed retailers and
distributes these products using its integrated distribution network. Conversely, Alberta operates a fully privatized system in
which liquor is distributed and sold to private, licensed premises. Despite Alberta's privatization, industry wholesalers are
still heavily supported by the Alberta Gaming and Liquor Commission, which oversees the manufacture, importation, sale
purchase, possession, storage, transportation and consumption of liquor through collected mark-ups on all alcohol
products.

Due to the spread of COVID-19 (coronavirus), the Canadian Government instituted a variety of assistance programs that
industry operators may have qualified for in 2020. For example, the Canada Emergency Wage Subsidy covered a portion of
an employee's wages for eligible employers that were negatively affected by the coronavirus pandemic. Additionally,
operators were able to take advantage of tax deferrals and improved access to credit and loans to remain liquid. The
Canada Emergency Business Account also provided interest-free loans to small businesses of up to $40,000. Large
operators were able to apply for bridge financing through the Large Employer Emergency Financing Facility. These
programs helped some operators remain operational during economic instability and amid supply chain disruptions and
employee safety concerns.
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Key Statistics
Industry Data

Year
Revenue

($m)
IVA

($m)
Establishments

(Units)
Enterprises

(Units)
Employment

(Units)
Exports

($m)
Imports

($m)
Wages

($m)

Domestic
Demand

($m)

Per capita
alcohol

consumption
(Liters)

2012 4,909 1,137 605 552 6,319 N/A N/A 332 N/A 103
2013 4,754 909 639 583 5,729 N/A N/A 315 N/A 101
2014 4,694 917 679 621 5,306 N/A N/A 296 N/A 101
2015 4,837 919 714 653 5,947 N/A N/A 297 N/A 102
2016 5,041 886 700 640 4,659 N/A N/A 266 N/A 102
2017 5,004 859 710 646 4,854 N/A N/A 262 N/A 101
2018 5,196 876 759 689 4,362 N/A N/A 267 N/A 99.5
2019 5,204 889 740 672 5,008 N/A N/A 261 N/A 99.3
2020 6,195 1,297 779 707 4,055 N/A N/A 249 N/A 99.3
2021 6,124 1,042 789 717 4,007 N/A N/A 246 N/A 99.4
2022 6,135 1,045 800 728 3,998 N/A N/A 246 N/A 99.5
2023 6,140 1,049 809 736 3,971 N/A N/A 245 N/A 99.6
2024 6,143 1,051 819 746 3,968 N/A N/A 245 N/A 99.7
2025 6,144 1,052 830 756 3,960 N/A N/A 244 N/A 99.8
2026 6,143 1,052 836 762 3,958 N/A N/A 244 N/A 99.9

Annual Change

Year
Revenue

(%)
IVA
(%)

Establishments
(%)

Enterprises
(%)

Employment
(%)

Exports
(%)

Imports
(%)

Wages
(%)

Domestic
Demand

(%)

Per capita
alcohol

consumption
(%)

2012 11.2 6.10 -2.42 -2.65 -37.0 N/A N/A 21.9 N/A -1.25
2013 -3.17 -20.1 5.61 5.61 -9.34 N/A N/A -5.19 N/A -1.94
2014 -1.28 0.97 6.25 6.51 -7.39 N/A N/A -5.86 N/A -0.50
2015 3.05 0.18 5.15 5.15 12.1 N/A N/A 0.40 N/A 1.09
2016 4.21 -3.61 -1.97 -2.00 -21.7 N/A N/A -10.5 N/A -0.40
2017 -0.74 -3.11 1.42 0.93 4.18 N/A N/A -1.43 N/A -0.79
2018 3.83 2.03 6.90 6.65 -10.1 N/A N/A 1.90 N/A -1.29
2019 0.15 1.49 -2.51 -2.47 14.8 N/A N/A -2.51 N/A -0.21
2020 19.0 45.9 5.27 5.20 -19.0 N/A N/A -4.34 N/A 0.00
2021 -1.14 -19.7 1.28 1.41 -1.19 N/A N/A -1.21 N/A 0.10
2022 0.18 0.36 1.39 1.53 -0.23 N/A N/A -0.13 N/A 0.10
2023 0.07 0.35 1.12 1.09 -0.68 N/A N/A -0.53 N/A 0.10
2024 0.04 0.15 1.23 1.35 -0.08 N/A N/A -0.05 N/A 0.10
2025 0.02 0.12 1.34 1.34 -0.21 N/A N/A -0.17 N/A 0.10
2026 -0.02 -0.03 0.72 0.79 -0.06 N/A N/A -0.05 N/A 0.10

Key Ratios

Year
IVA/Revenue

(%)

Imports/
Demand

(%)

Exports/
Revenue

(%)

Revenue per
Employee

($'000)

Wages/
Revenue

(%)

Employees per
estab.
(Units) Average Wage  ($)

2012 23.2 N/A N/A 777 6.76 10.4 52,492
2013 19.1 N/A N/A 830 6.62 8.97 54,896
2014 19.5 N/A N/A 885 6.31 7.81 55,805
2015 19.0 N/A N/A 813 6.15 8.33 49,992
2016 17.6 N/A N/A 1,082 5.28 6.66 57,137
2017 17.2 N/A N/A 1,031 5.24 6.84 54,059
2018 16.9 N/A N/A 1,191 5.15 5.75 61,302
2019 17.1 N/A N/A 1,039 5.01 6.77 52,057
2020 20.9 N/A N/A 1,528 4.03 5.21 61,504
2021 17.0 N/A N/A 1,528 4.02 5.08 61,492
2022 17.0 N/A N/A 1,535 4.01 5.00 61,556
2023 17.1 N/A N/A 1,546 3.99 4.91 61,647
2024 17.1 N/A N/A 1,548 3.98 4.84 61,668
2025 17.1 N/A N/A 1,552 3.98 4.77 61,692
2026 17.1 N/A N/A 1,552 3.97 4.73 61,698

Figures are inflation adjusted to 2021
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Additional Resources
Additional
Resources

National Alcohol Beverage Control Association
http://www.nabca.org

Liquor Control Board of Ontario
http://www.lcbo.com

Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada
http://www.agr.gc.ca

Industry Jargon CRAFT BEER
General term for beer that is created by, or in imitation of, small-scale breweries that place greater emphasis on
flavor and quality ingredients.

DEPANNEUR
A convenience store commonly located in Quebec and other French-speaking parts of Canada.

RADIO-FREQUENCY IDENTIFICATION (RFID)
A technology that tracks products from the time they leave the assembly line to the time they leave the store by
releasing continuous signals from a chip.

SHRINK
The loss of products between point of receiving from producers to point of delivery to retailers resulting from
damage, theft, expiration or other form of human error.

TEMPERANCE
Also known as prohibition; the personal or governmental restraint toward consuming alcohol or restricting its sale.

Glossary BARRIERS TO ENTRY
High barriers to entry mean that new companies struggle to enter an industry, while low barriers mean it is easy for
new companies to enter an industry.

CAPITAL INTENSITY
Compares the amount of money spent on capital (plant, machinery and equipment) with that spent on labour.
IBISWorld uses the ratio of depreciation to wages as a proxy for capital intensity. High capital intensity is more than
$0.333 of capital to $1 of labour; medium is $0.125 to $0.333 of capital to $1 of labour; low is less than $0.125 of
capital for every $1 of labour.

CONSTANT PRICES
The dollar figures in the Key Statistics table, including forecasts, are adjusted for inflation using the current year (i.e.
year published) as the base year. This removes the impact of changes in the purchasing power of the dollar, leaving
only the "real" growth or decline in industry metrics. The inflation adjustments in IBISWorld’s reports are made using
Statistics Canada's implicit GDP price deflator.

DOMESTIC DEMAND
Spending on industry goods and services within Canada, regardless of their country of origin. It is derived by adding
imports to industry revenue, and then subtracting exports.

EMPLOYMENT
The number of permanent, part-time, temporary and casual employees, working proprietors, partners, managers
and executives within the industry.

ENTERPRISE
A division that is separately managed and keeps management accounts. Each enterprise consists of one or more
establishments that are under common ownership or control.

ESTABLISHMENT
The smallest type of accounting unit within an enterprise, an establishment is a single physical location where
business is conducted or where services or industrial operations are performed. Multiple establishments under
common control make up an enterprise.

EXPORTS
Total value of industry goods and services sold by Canadian companies to customers abroad.

IMPORTS
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Total value of industry goods and services brought in from foreign countries to be sold in Canada.

INDUSTRY CONCENTRATION
An indicator of the dominance of the top four players in an industry. Concentration is considered high if the top
players account for more than 70% of industry revenue. Medium is 40% to 70% of industry revenue. Low is less
than 40%.

INDUSTRY REVENUE
The total sales of industry goods and services (exclusive of excise and sales tax); subsidies on production; all other
operating income from outside the firm (such as commission income, repair and service income, and rent, leasing
and hiring income); and capital work done by rental or lease. Receipts from interest royalties, dividends and the sale
of fixed tangible assets are excluded.

INDUSTRY VALUE ADDED
The market value of goods and services produced by the industry minus the cost of goods and services used in
production. IVA is also described as the industry's contribution to GDP, or profit plus wages and depreciation.

INTERNATIONAL TRADE
The level of international trade is determined by ratios of exports to revenue and imports to domestic demand. For
exports/revenue: low is less than 5%; medium is 5% to 20%; and high is more than 20%. Imports/domestic demand:
low is less than 5%; medium is 5% to 35%; and high is more than 35%.

LIFE CYCLE
All industries go through periods of growth, maturity and decline. IBISWorld determines an industry's life cycle by
considering its growth rate (measured by IVA) compared with GDP; the growth rate of the number of establishments;
the amount of change the industry's products are undergoing; the rate of technological change; and the level of
customer acceptance of industry products and services.

NONEMPLOYING ESTABLISHMENT
Businesses with no paid employment or payroll, also known as nonemployers. These are mostly set up by self-
employed individuals.

PROFIT
IBISWorld uses earnings before interest and tax (EBIT) as an indicator of a company’s profitability. It is calculated as
revenue minus expenses, excluding interest and tax.

REGIONS
Prairies | AB, SK, MB
Atlantic | NB, NS, PE, NL
Territories | YT, NT, NU

VOLATILITY
The level of volatility is determined by averaging the absolute change in revenue in each of the past five years.
Volatility levels: very high is more than ±20%; high volatility is ±10% to ±20%; moderate volatility is ±3% to ±10%;
and low volatility is less than ±3%.

WAGES
The gross total wages and salaries of all employees in the industry.
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